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EDITORIAL 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are pleased to present to you the November 

edition of our newsletter, which as usual provides 

you with news on SDCs’ many activities in the 

water sector.  

On this occasion we also want to invite you to 

use the different tools of the RésEAU network 

more actively. As explained in the article on the 

next page, the e-mail group (Dgroups) and webi-

nars are available for you to use – these are pow-

erful tools for learning, hearing from others, ex-

changing experiences, discussing, but also for 

asking questions or bringing new issues to the 

attention of the network. As with all networks, 

RésEAU depends on the activity of its members – 

that is, of you!  

Thus, do not hesitate to become active on any of 

the platforms available to you – and if all other 

means fail, you can also contact us directly. Of 

course, even in the modern age of digital com-

munication, we still can make use of one of the 

oldest forms of communication: talk to each oth-

er – and listen. 

Apart from these internal issues, we are happy to 

present this newsletter with another round of 

flashlights on some of our projects and partners, 

as well as on newly published documents and 

upcoming events. We wish you a happy reading – 

and if you think there are ways to keep improving 

our newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact 

us directly. 

In this sense, we wish you all the best - keep up 

the good work and fruitful networking! 

 

Christian Eggs (RésEAU Focal Point) and Matthias 

Saladin (Editor). 
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News from the RésEAU 

 

More virtual interaction in the RésEAU! 

The yearly face-to-face meetings of the RésEAU at SDC headquarters are without doubt the most promi-

nent opportunities for exchange and networking in the RésEAU. However, the long time between these 

“moments forts” can also be used for exchanging information, learning, sharing and networking. We have 

a series of tools available to allow interaction in the RésEAU, some of which are described here:   

 

The power of e-mail in a network: Dgroups 

You all receive communication from the RésEAU focal point via the email address RésEAU@dgroups.org. 

By sending an e-mail directly to this address any RésEAU member can ask questions or share documents, 

experiences, or ideas. We invite you to use this tool more frequently - you are very likely to get good an-

swers from the wealth of experience available in the RésEAU community. Perhaps your question will trig-

ger an interesting discussion and will be available for future reference – the archive of all past discussions 

can be accessed on https://dgroups.org/sdc/reseau. 

 

Flash inputs from experts: webinars 

Lync is a powerful tool for holding virtual meetings, presentations or online seminars (webinars). We re-

cently organised a webinar on Water Safety Plans and based on the positive experience of this first edition 

would like to offer more such webinars. You can use this platform in two ways: 

 Would you like to share your experience and discuss them with the RésEAU community? Let us 

know what you would like to present and we will set up a space for presentation on Lync for you. 

 Would you like to learn more about a specific topic? Let us know and we will look for a resource 

person and organise a webinar for you and the entire RésEAU community. 

We want to invite you to make use of these tools – they are here for the benefit of all RésEAU members. 

Please send your suggestions to Christian.eggs@eda.admin.ch or  

florian.klingel@skat.ch. 

 

 

HEADQUARTER ACTIVITIES 

Switzerland-Uzbekistan: strengthening cooperation towards the development of 

integrated water resources management 

Effective use and conservation of water resources is essential 

to ensure sustainable development in Central Asia, in particu-

lar in countries located downstream in the Syr Darya basin 

which depend highly on irrigation. Agriculture remains a key 

sector of the Uzbek economy, using 90% of the available wa-

ter and contributing to 17% of the country’s GDP.  

Within this context a project proposal, financed by SDC was 

developed jointly with the Uzbek Government, to be imple-

mented 2016-2018 and signed in Tashkent on 16.08.2016. The 

overall objective of the project is to promote integrated, transparent and needs-based water resources 

management, taking into account water-related disaster risks prevention and preparedness.  

Contact: Thierry Umbehr 

 
 

mailto:ResEAU@dgroups.org
https://dgroups.org/sdc/reseau
https://www.shareweb.ch/site/Water/blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?List=195308f5-5f0d-4f66-91c3-cf1508196cef&ID=24&Web=cf00afe8-c309-48c5-88b3-0b027850ea70
mailto:Christian.eggs@eda.admin.ch
mailto:florian.klingel@skat.ch
mailto:thierry.umbehr@eda.admin.ch
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Tunisia: the Kasserine Water Program 

The Kasserine Water Program was among the first projects to 

be identified for Swiss assistance in Tunisia following the 2011 

Revolution. In 2014, the Programme was redefined with a view 

to provide this infrastructure program with a true develop-

ment dimension. By reinforcing the role of local communities 

in water resource management, the redefined Program focus-

es on sustainability, strengthening of local capacities and inte-

gration of transversal themes (e.g. conflict sensitive program 

management and gender).  

The Kasserine Water Program today includes the following activities: 

 Construction/refurbishing of infrastructure on 15 sites, to provide better access to water for 

26'000 inhabitants. 

 Development of a monitoring system for groundwater in the Kasserine Governorate  

 Enhancement of skills for 80 persons (at least 30% of whom are women) within local agricultural 

development groups and regional authorities. 

 Support to at least 45 local initiatives (2/3 of which are supported by women).  

 Launching a regional and national dialogue on water-related key issues (e.g. integrated water re-

source management). 

Financed by SDC, the project is implemented jointly with the Tunisian Government. 

For more information: Haykel Haouala 

 

 

Water, Peace and Security during the 71st UN General Assembly 

Switzerland draws the international community's attention to 

the importance of water in promoting peace and security: 

"Water should be an instrument of peace and cooperation" 

Swiss Federal Councillor Didier Burkhalter told the United 

Nations this September, where he was presenting Switzer-

land's 'blue diplomacy'. He reiterated that Switzerland was 

determined to be involved in promoting the idea that water 

can be a long-term instrument of cooperation and peace.  

For more information: FDFA news or contact Noura Kayal 

 

World Water Week Stockholm 2016  

SDC and 11 members of the Swiss Water Partnership where 

present in Stockholm for the 2016 World Water Week. The 

programme consisted of more than 140 events of different 

formats and covered a wide range of subjects. During the 90-

minute convenor events, the most relevant topics relating to 

this year's theme “Water for Sustainable Growth” were dis-

cussed – i.e. Financing, 2030 Agenda, Integrity, Gender issues, 

Climate Change, Energy, Sanitation, Food, Conflict Resolution, 

Water Management. The Swiss Water Partnership booth, co-

convened by 9 members, was well visited during the entire 

week. 

Find more information here or contact Sandra Bruehlmann or Lucien Blaser  

mailto:haykel.haouala@eda.admin.ch
https://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home/aktuell/informationen_deseda.html%2feda%2fen%2fmeta%2fnews%2f2016%2f9%2f22%2f63863
mailto:noura.kayal@eda.admin.ch
mailto:noura.kayal@eda.admin.ch
http://www.worldwaterweek.org/programme/
mailto:sandra.bruehlmann@eda.admin.ch
mailto:Lucien.Blaser@swisswaterpartnership.ch
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Successful Water Integrity Partner’s Meeting in Stockholm  

On Saturday the 27th of August, the Water Integrity Network 

(WIN) convened a partner's meeting to launch the new WIN 

Strategy 2017-2022. This new strategy focuses on deeper and 

long-term engagement with key partners and on generating 

more reliable data on the extent of corruption in the water 

sector. The meeting allowed partners to discuss entry points 

and opportunities for working together on integrity and 

helped identify expectations and linkages between 

organizations. The expectation is that this meeting would be 

the first in an annual series bringing water integrity partners 

together at the Stockholm Water Week.   

For further information: Elsabijn Koelman 

 

 

Swiss SMEs are Tuning their Water and Sanitation business for BoP markets 

On September 6 2016 the Swiss Bluetec Bridge and cewas 

organised a joint BoP (“base of the pyramid”) information, 

hands-on-training and coaching event in Bern. The venue 

helped entrepreneurs to prepare their business for BoP 

markets, analyse customers and markets and refine their 

value propositions. It was therefore a welcome opportunity 

for Swiss SMEs and start-ups focusing on technical water 

innovations, in particular for those intending to apply for financial and technical support by funding 

agencies such as the Swiss Bluetec Bridge.  

Swiss entrepreneurs wanting to provide BoP clients with water and sanitation in developing and emerging 

countries can apply for funding on Swiss Bluetec Bridge’s website or 

contact manager@swissbluetecbridge.ch.    

For upcoming trainings and coachings in BoP business development please 

contact michael.kropac@cewas.org, martin.wafler@cewas.org  or visit 

http://cewas.org/. 

 

 

Latin-America’s community of practice on water footprint (ISO 14046) 

SDC and the Mexican Center for Life Cycle Assessment (CADIS) engaged in a regional effort to facilitate 

the exchange among users of the WF ISO 14046, in the Latin 

American context. 34 professionals from 13 countries have 

been working through 5 virtual sessions, online documents 

and surveys and a face to face session, to be held in Bogotá 

on October 27th.  Key subjects of analysis: human health and 

ecosystem quality impact indicators; data sources; verification 

process and communication challenges. 

A guide with the agreed recommendations will be available on 

December 2016, aiming for stronger concept and methodo-

logical coherence for corporate water footprint application in 

the region. 

For further information visit www.suizagua.org or contact Diana Rojas 

 

mailto:ekoelman@win-s.org
https://swissbluetecbridge.ch/apply/
mailto:manager@swissbluetecbridge.ch
mailto:michael.kropac@cewas.org
mailto:martin.wafler@cewas.org
http://cewas.org/
http://www.suizagua.org/
mailto:diana.rojas@eda.admin.ch
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How to engage local Water Organizations in an integrity process? 

At the Stockholm World Water Week 2016, a very successful 

and well attended south-south knowledge sharing session 

discussed on how to engage local water organizations in an 

integrity management (IM) process. Local project coordinators 

shared learnings from Bangladesh (Khulna Water and Sewage 

Authority KWASA) and Kenya (Kenya Water and Sanitation Civil 

Societies Network KEWASNET, Caritas Switzerland), about ap-

plying water integrity tools and approaches in the field (IM 

Toolbox for small water supply systems, Kenya, IM Toolbox for service providers, Bangladesh, Integrity, 

Quality and Compliance (IQC) Management Approach for service providers, Kenya). Participants together 

with the co-convening organizations (Caritas Switzerland, Cewas, Swiss Agency for Development and Co-

operation, Swiss Water Partnership, Water Integrity Network) identified challenges and success factors of 

integrity activities.  

Contact: Binayak Das, Water Integrity Network 

 

Introducing a New Colleague in Jordan 

On October 1
st
 2016, Eng. Mufleh Alalaween Al Abbadi started his assignment as a 

National Program Officer for the Water domain at the SDC Office in Amman, Jor-

dan (SCO). Mufleh holds a Master on water and climate change management. He 

enjoys over 20 years of experience in water and climate change management in 

the MENA region. Before joining SDC, he was working with IUCN as a Regional 

Manager for water and climate change programs for the West Asia region. His 

professional expertise includes water, agriculture, environment, permaculture, des-

ertification, biodiversity, climate change planning and adaptation, ecotourism and 

environmental awareness and education. In his new assignment at SCO Amman, 

Mufleh supports the Global Program Water (GPW) in securing the long-term quali-

ty of GPW‘s strategic framework with respect to issues related to water diplomacy and governance in the 

Middle East region by working for the Water Security Middle East - Phase 3  (Blue Peace Middle East) 

which started in April 2016. 

Contact: Mufleh Alalaween Al Abbadi 

 

 

IN-COUNTRY ACTIVITIES 

 

Linking water interventions with water policies in Peru: The International 

Secretariat for Water experience 

With funding from SDC, the International Secretariat for Wa-

ter (ISW) is implementing in Peru a joint strategic intervention 

that goes from: the construction of water supply and sanita-

tion infrastructure with a basin’s management approach in 

the Cuchoquesera community (at an altitude of 5,000 meters), 

creating a communal authority that will administrate water 

supply and sanitation infrastructure and will conserve water 

resources; and the strengthening of local capacities to allow 

people’s participation in water management decision-making 

processes (through the Blue Passport). To facilitate this com-

http://programme.worldwaterweek.org/event/5651
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214241X16300062
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214241X16300062
http://www.waterintegritynetwork.net/imtoolbox/applying-water-integrity-tools-in-utilities-a-bangladesh-experience/
https://cewas.org/integrity-trainings/
https://cewas.org/integrity-trainings/
mailto:BDas@win-s.org
mailto:mufleh.aref-haza-alalaween@eda.admin.ch
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plex process ISW developed a public consultation where 1,300 basins inhabitants voted to create a com-

munal authority to protect the headwaters basin territory and to use the profit from ecosystems services 

preservation for rural water supply and infrastructure projects. Through the Blue Book, a public-civil socie-

ty joint water agenda developed with the collaboration of around 250 participants, ISW is contributing to 

strengthen the implementation of public policies and to develop a space of dialogue between authorities 

and civil society organizations.  

More information at http://www.sie-see.org/fr/project/programme-eau-et-

assainissement-au-perou/ 

 

Local Ownership of Protection of Water Sources Influences National Policy in Haiti 

80% of water supply systems in Haiti depend on surface 

water sources. Environmental vulnerability is a notorious 

threat on the availability of water.  To reduce this threat, 

Helvetas, with funding from SDC, accompanies 

municipalities, local committees and farmers to better 

protect the sources. Three lines of work are prioritized: 

organizational strengthening, establishment of restricted 

areas, and restoration of the micro-basin on which the 

source depends.  The results of this experience feed into the 

process of the upcoming national technical guidelines for the 

protection of water sources. Actions to scale-up are already 

being considered at national level, as part of a collaborative effort between DINEPA, SDC and IDB.  

For further information: "Drink water and think about the source " (in French) 

 

Human Right to Water and Sanitation put in practice: School in Nicaragua 

Nobody knows better than Rebeca what “access to 

sanitation” means when the facilities are physically 

inaccessible. The 17 years old girl, who was born with a 

physical disability in her legs, faced obstacles every day since 

she started attending school. “It was a torment for me to ask 

my teacher to take me to the toilet because she had to carry 

me all the way from my classroom to the latrine” says 

Rebeca. No matter the size, every stair to get in to her 

school’s latrine represented an enormous barrier for her, so 

she refused to ask for permission most of the times. In 2015, 

in a joint effort, the Municipality of San Ramón,  the national government of Nicaragua and SDC’s Water 

and Sanitation Program for Small Towns and Blue Schools, supported the community to build a new set 

of sanitation facilities at Yucul’s elementary school, where Rebeca studies. The new sanitation facilities 

comply with the Human Right to Water and Sanitation, promoted by SDC´s WASH programs in Central 

America. In the case of Yucul, the sanitation facilities are connected with the classrooms by a ramp which 

allows Rebeca to move by herself. ‘I feel free and strong enough to become a professional woman’ she 

said. You cannot ignore her smile and her sparkling eyes when she tells you about her dreams.   

Further information: Project information sheet or contact Alfonso Flores.  

 

 

http://www.sie-see.org/fr/project/programme-eau-et-assainissement-au-perou/
http://www.sie-see.org/fr/project/programme-eau-et-assainissement-au-perou/
https://assets.helvetas.org/downloads/capex_hsi_protection_des_source_vlongue.pdf
https://www.eda.admin.ch/deza/en/home/laender/zentralamerika.html/projects/SDC/en/2010/7F07761/phase1
mailto:alfonso.flores@cosudeni.org
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KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS 

 

Water Benefit Certificates   

More than 20 million people in Colombia depend on the 

high Andean wetlands (Páramo) for their water supply. 

Unsustainable land use and poverty are the major threats to 

this ecosystem. The quantification and valuation of the water 

supplied (regulated) by this ecosystem, in a period of time, is 

at the center of a market-based mechanism, based on the 

WBC Standard (Gold Standard, 2012). It aims at mobilizing 

investments from water users to increase income of small 

farmers and families upstream; followed by an independent 

verification system for the environmental and social benefits. A partnership between SDC, Alianza 

BioCuenca (water fund), GIZ and GoodStuff International was set up to implement this project.  

Further information www.suizagua.org/b/colombia/#/publicaciones 

 

 

Eawag-Sandec’s Compendium 2nd edition now available in French 

The new French edition of the Compendium of Sanitation Systems and 

Technologies, a reference in the sector, features updated factsheets and a 

revised sanitation glossary in French language. A sanitation system drawing 

tool has also been developed to enable practitioners to depict their own case 

systematically, thus facilitating the communication and discussion of their 

proposals. The launching took place in July in Grand Bassam, Côte d’Ivoire, 

during a three-day regional workshop on urban sanitation planning 

organised by Eawag-Sandec in partnership with the Centre Suisse de 

Recherches Scientifiques en Côte d’Ivoire (CSRS). 

Download the document, or participate in the 
online course (MOOC) featuring the Compen-
dium, or check out the promotional trailer 
(dubbed in French) 

 

 

Public hygiene and Women’s Dignity  

SDC’s new Global Brief on the topic of “Public hygiene and Women’s Digni-
ty” shows that SDC undertakes a range of activities with the aim to bring 
sanitation and hygiene to the attention of high-level decision makers. By 
promoting universal access to sanitation facilities where they are needed, it 
is making a concrete contribution to improving public hygiene and the living 
conditions of the most vulnerable people.   

Download the document in English, French or 

German. 

 

 

 

http://www.suizagua.org/b/colombia/#/publicaciones
http://www.sandec.ch/compendium_fr
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgHWg270mPystIe5rVFOvCA/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNkGLr9UxTo&list=PLu7Imt8zDuWjmjwTZHxp1GBGcEKlCYhip&index=1
https://www.eda.admin.ch/content/dam/deza/en/documents/publikationen/briefing-papers/global-brief-2016-2-women-sanitation_EN.pdf
https://www.eda.admin.ch/dam/deza/fr/documents/publikationen/briefing-papers/global-brief-2016-2-women-sanitation_FR.pdf
https://www.eda.admin.ch/dam/deza/de/documents/publikationen/briefing-papers/global-brief-2016-2-women-sanitation_DE.pdf
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UNICEF’s “WASH Strategy 2016-2030”  

In response to the global goals, UNICEF has developed a 
new Strategy for Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 2016-2030 
that provides a framework to guide our work related to 
water, sanitation and hygiene over the next 15 years. Build-
ing on previous experience, the WASH Strategy adapts 
UNICEF’s approaches to meet the new and emerging de-
mands of the sustainable development agenda such as cli-
mate change, urbanization, water scarcity and more. The 

strategy 2016-2030 is now available on-line (separate doc-

uments available for “strategy”, “executive summary” and 

“strategy at a glance”), where you can learn how UNICEF is 

working towards achieving a world where every child has their rights to water and sanitation fulfilled.   

Download here. 

 

 

The Art of Knowledge Exchange for Development 

Practitioners in the Water Sector 

The Art of Knowledge of Knowledge Exchange: A Results-Focused Planning 

Guide for Development Practitioners in the Water Sector, is customized for 

practitioners in the water sector to facilitate designing, implementing, and 

measuring results from their knowledge exchange initiatives. While all water 

sector practitioners could use this informative guide, it is written for those 

who specifically broker knowledge exchange by connecting and facilitating 

engagements between knowledge seekers and knowledge providers work-

ing on water-related issues.  

The document is vailable for download here.  

 

 

 

 SECO releases two Landmark Publications on Urban Water 

Utilities 
SECO released two new publications allowing to gain deeper understanding 

of the underlying dynamics of successful urban water utility 

forms:  “Urban Water Utility Reform – A tool for analysis and dialogue” and 

“Review of success stories in urban water utility reform”. Both documents 

are available for download from Shareweb. 

 

 

 

 

 

CALENDAR 

 

SWA partnership announces 2017 Finance Ministers’ Meeting 

The Sanitation and Water for All (SWA) 2017 Finance Ministers’ Meeting will take place in April in Wash-

ington DC, coinciding with the World Bank’s Spring Meetings. 

Ministers of finance and development cooperation will discuss how to close the financing gap to achieve 

universal access to water, sanitation and hygiene. Together, they will consider the political, institutional 

http://www.unicef.org/wash/3942_91538.html
http://knowledgesharingfordev.org/stories/book-launch-art-knowledge-exchange-development-practitioners-water-sector
https://www.shareweb.ch/site/Water/news-networking-tools/Lists/News/Attachments/61/Urban%20Water%20Utility%20Reform%20%E2%80%93%20A%20tool%20for%20analysis%20and%20dialogue.pdf
https://www.shareweb.ch/site/Water/news-networking-tools/Lists/News/Attachments/61/Review%20of%20Successful%20Urban%20Water%20Utility%20Reforms.pdf
http://sanitationandwaterforall.org/
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and governance reforms needed to make better use of existing funding and for attracting additional 

resources.  

Ministers responsible for water, sanitation and hygiene ac-

companying their finance counterparts will, equally under 

SWA’s auspices, also hold separate ministerial dialogues to 

discuss the steps they are taking to mobilize and efficiently 

use resources. Representatives of SWA’s constituencies – 

civil society, research and learning, private sector, external 

support agencies – will also be part of these dialogues. 

For more information, contact 

Alexandra Reis at SWA. 

 

Online course “Planning & Design of Sanitation Systems and Technologies” 

Do you want to learn how to plan affordable and context-

specific sanitation solutions? Eawag-Sandec in collaboration 

with EPFL and the World Bank Water and Sanitation Pro-

gramme are offering the new revamped MOOC “Planning & 

Design of Sanitation Systems and Technologies”. The 5-week 

course is constantly online (every 4 weeks a new cohort 

starts) and includes recent developments such as sanitation 

safety planning, excreta flow diagrams (SFDs) and features 

best practice examples of urban sanitation. It is free of 

charge and participants receive a Statement of Accomplish-

ment after successful completion. The course runs simultaneously in English and in French; and features 

Spanish and Hindi subtitles. Please watch the trailer on our YouTube-channel.  Please find further infor-

mation directly on the course pages.  

English course: https://www.coursera.org/learn/sanitation  

French course: https://www.coursera.org/learn/sanitation-fr 

 

7th Rural Water Supply Network (RWSN) Forum – Abidjan, Côte D'Ivoire:  

29.11 – 02.12.2016 

The Rural Water Supply Network Forum is only held every 

five years and thus is a real special global event. The whole 

event will be in English and French so it is a great opportuni-

ty to bridge the gap between Anglophone and Francophone 

parts of the world, and there will be substantial inputs from 

Latin America & Caribbean and from across Asia and Eastern 

Europe. The overall theme of the Forum is “Water for Every-

one” - how do we, on a practical level, achieve universal 

access to safe drinking water. Swiss input is already high – 

SDC is a Gold Sponsor; the lead organiser and Silver Sponsor is Skat; Helvetas and Caritas are Bronze 

Sponsors; and there will be special sponsored seminars lead by Helvetas, Antenna Technologies and WHO 

Geneva among others. There have also been numerous inputs to the main programme from the Swiss 

NGO WASH Consortium partners, Eawag and others.  It is a great sharing and networking opportunity 

with strong support from The World Bank, African Development Bank, WaterAid, IRC, USAID, and many 

more. 

Click here for more information and registration.    

 

 

http://sanitationandwaterforall.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgHWg270mPystIe5rVFOvCA/featured
https://www.coursera.org/learn/sanitation
https://www.coursera.org/learn/sanitation-fr
https://rwsn7.net/participate/register/
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Customised Business Matchmaking Services in Sanitation, Water and Resource 

Management 
Are you looking for a business partner that matches your needs in enter-

ing new markets? 

In response to needs expressed by start-ups, small-business owners and 

entrepreneurs who are looking for innovative technologies and services to 

connect with foreign markets, seecon international Gmbh offers exciting and 

novel opportunities in connecting companies in the sanitation, water 

and resource management sector across borders. Enter information on 

technologies, products and services you are looking for and which you are 

offering on http://cewas.org/matchmaking/ and we help you to find the 

perfect match, connect with companies that have common business inter-

ests, enter new markets and establish a presence abroad.   

For further information and matchmaking ser-

vice costs 

tact johannes.heeb@seecon.ch  or martin.wafler@seecon.ch or visit 

http://cewas.org/matchmaking/ 

  

http://cewas.org/matchmaking/
mailto:johannes.heeb@seecon.ch
mailto:martin.wafler@seecon.ch
http://cewas.org/matchmaking/
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ABOUT 

“SDC Water News” is the electronic news bulletin of SDC’s Global Program Water Initiatives (GPWI) sent 

out to people who are loosely organised in SDC’s water network “RésEAU”. Skat Consulting Ltd. is sup-

porting GPWI for the logistics of the newsletter preparation. 

RésEAU aims at assuring the sector knowledge management within SDC and with its partners. It is an-

chored in the Global Programme Water Initiatives and the network’s focal point is Christian Eggs. 

“SDC Water News” lives through interaction and active involvement and you are invited to send – at any 

time – your contributions, feedback, as well as subscription issues to the editor. The news team is grateful 

for any input received. 

SDC’s Global Programme Water Initiatives 

RésEAU Shareweb 

SDC Water News Archive 

RésEAU Focal Points: Christian Eggs  
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